SMOOTHING OUT THE ROUGH SPOTS.

Introducing MOR/ryde’s RE (Rubber Equalizer) System
for Leaf Spring Equipped Trailers and Fifth Wheels.
Roads start their life as smooth, seamless carpets of asphalt ... then it’s all
downhill from there. Towing a trailer or ﬁfth wheel over some of these
roads can feel like you’re on an unwanted oﬀroad adventure.
To make matters worse, a typical RV leaf spring suspension system can’t
adequately handle the job, sending jarring road shocks straight into the
frame of the trailer and its contents.
MOR/ryde has a better way. Replace the steel equalizer of your leaf
springs with MOR/ryde’s rubber equalizer, and get the performance
of a high-end suspension system at a fraction of the cost.

SMOOTHER TOWING THAN CONVENTIONAL LEAF SPRINGS
PROTECT YOUR TRAILER FROM DAMAGING ROAD SHOCK
AFFORDABLE LEAF SPRING SUSPENSION IMPROVEMENT
Protect your investment in your trailer with the MOR/ryde RE System.
Available for aftermarket installation on 2 and 3 axle trailers–or from
select manufacturer’s on new units. The RE System installs in under a
day on most leaf spring equipped trailers and ﬁfth wheels. For more
details, visit our website at www.morryde.com or call 574-293-1581.

MAKING YOUR LEAF
SPRINGS WORK BETTER.
The MOR/ryde RE (Rubber Equalizer) System isolates and
absorbs road shock oﬀering a smoother towing experience.
United States Patent Number 6,478,321

THE MOR/RYDE RE SYSTEM WORKS WITH
THE EXISTING LEAF SPRINGS AND AXLES BUT
REPLACES THE STEEL LEAF SPRING EQUALIZER.

THE MOR/RYDE RE SYSTEM ISOLATES AND ABSORBS
ROAD SHOCK AND INCREASES THE DYNAMIC TRAVEL
OF THE LEAF SPRING SUSPENSION.

THE MOR/RYDE RE SYSTEM PROVIDES BETTER PROTECTION
OF YOUR TRAILER WITH UP TO A 30% IMPROVEMENT IN THE
DAMPENING OF ROAD SHOCK.

SMOOTHING OUT THE ROUGH SPOTS.

MOR/ryde® oﬀers lots of smooth solutions to rough roads
The entire MOR/ryde product line can be summed up in a single word – smooth.
In addition to our RE System, we oﬀer a variety of other RV solutions for smoother
towing, smoother riding and smoother braking. We also provide expert advice and
professional installation. No matter how challenging the roads may get, you can
count on MOR/ryde for smoothing out the rough spots.

FIFTH WHEEL PIN BOX UPGRADES

The MOR/ryde Pin Box System was designed to reduce the harsh chucking and jerking action
of towing a ﬁfth wheel. Its advanced rubber shear spring technology absorbs shock to
your truck for stress-free and more comfortable travel ... leave rough towing behind.

TOW VEHICLE UPGRADES

The MOR/ryde Rubber Leaf System makes the truck ride smoother, whether you are
towing a trailer or riding empty. It’s the deﬁnitive solution for rough-riding trucks.

TRAILER BRAKE UPGRADES

For enhanced peace of mind, turn to MOR/ryde for a complete line of trailer brakes.
You can upgrade to disc brakes for maximum braking performance or have larger electric
brakes installed. Sealed cartridge bearings, which eliminate the need for annual bearing
maintenance, are also available for both electric and disc brake systems.

TO VIEW ANIMATIONS OF OUR PRODUCTS IN ACTION, PLEASE VISIT WWW.MORRYDE.COM
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